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Come To This
The Sleepy Jackson

come to this - the sleepy jackson

tabbed by: simon creamer
artist: the sleepy jackson
song: come to this
album: lovers

standard tuning

chords used

D#m   A#m    B    F#    C#
-6-----6-----2-----2-----4-
-7-----6-----4-----2-----6-
-8-----6-----4-----3-----6-
-8-----7-----4-----4-----6-
-6-----7-----2-----4-----4-
-6-----6-----2-----2-----4-

intro:

F#

verse 1

D#m
keep you mouth green, 
                      A#m
let the lord loose we put to silence,
         B                     F#
lord I don t know, how it has come to this.
D#m
keep your mind clean 
                      A#m
let the lord loose we put to silence,
         B                     F#
lord I don t know, how it has come to this.

chorus 1

C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time, when you re running
C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time, when you re running



fill 1

C#   B   C#   B

verse 2

D#m
keep you mouth clean,
                      A#m
let the lord loose we put to silence,
         B                     F#
lord I don t know, how it has come to this.
                           D#m
i don t know why, i didn t try with you,
                  A#m
Now the moon is bleeding dry,
             B                       F#
the sun is weaping life, how did it come to this.

chorus 2

C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time, when you re running
C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time, when you re running
    C#                               B
oh girl, it s a long time without loving
C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time when you re running

fill 2
F#   D#m   A#m   B  

D#m   A#m   B   C   C   B

 
chorus
C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time, when you re running
C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time, when you re running
C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time without loving
C#                                    B
girl, it s a long time when you re running

enjoy!

not 100% sure about some of the lyrics but close...


